
I am Mahesh Krishnaswamy, founder of Green black Enterprises, we are into business 

of Wellness, and have products under brand “WHITELEAF”. Prime objective of our business is 

to ensure the air you breathe in is clean and safe, whether it is indoor or outdoor. We have 

products and solutions to ensure it happens. One of our top products is to ensure the air inside 

the car, ac cabin, work space, cupboards even in shoes to filter out harmful pollutants, odor and 

moisture. Can have complete details in our website www.mywhiteleaf.com  

We came across Innovatus systems, Coimbatore, India for smart face attendance 

system. We know them for past 6 years, the one company we often come across for innovative 

solutions and system that make life easier. This time they had come out with the solution for 

attendance system without any hardware/ software integration/ much of investment. The idea by 

itself was much exciting and solution was really good.  

Actually we have manual entry system for our attendance in our organization and its 

authenticity is totally dependent on our employees, but certain times it has been taken for 

granted on which we could not have control. Once, after installing smart face attendance 

system, scenario had completely changed. Earlier we got few employees who generally used to 

update on-time arrival in sms before even arriving to the work place, but this system sealed 

those loop holes. Besides gave the insights on their arrival pattern and helped us to weed out 

those issues. Now the culture of the organization in set easily with help of smart face software.  

And their system is easy to adapt, seamlessly integrated and no hustle in usage and our 

employees found it easy because they don’t have to wait in queue to punch-in with the system.. 

With these benefits and features, we strongly believe smart face is going to revolutionize the 

attendance system, being early adopter we feel happy for it. And we strongly recommend 

innovatus systems -smart face attendance system for our know circle. 

Kudos to their team for coming out with such innovative solution and support they 

rendered in making it part and parcel of our system. 

 

 

 


